
Wardle Teeth - North Tower 

North Ridge - 5.10a/b, 600m – not recommended 

Jeff Dickson & Tobias Link - May 2016 

 
Gear: Standard alpine rack, a few pins incl. knifeblades, cordelette and quick links for the rappel stations, 
50 m double ropes 
 

Approach: Park at the Mt Wardle parking lot 9.6 km west of Vermillion Crossing or 10.4 km east of 
Kootenay Crossing along the Radium Highway (93 south). Hike up Wardle Creek for about 15 minutes 
until you encounter a very steep bank on the right side. Climb up for about 30 m vertical before that steep 
bank and stay right at the edge. After the bank angles back, continue bushwhacking for a few hundred 
meters trying to find a “Deer Autobahn” parallel along the creek about 50 to 80 vertical meters above it. 
Follow this game trail (not always obvious) easily up Wardle Creek, crossing two creeks and contouring 
around a few smaller ridges coming in from the right until you end up at the major avalanche pass coming 
down from the north-east face of Mt Wardle. Descent into the creek bed and cross the creek wherever it 
is convenient (50.968690, -115.998899) (about 3.5 hrs from the car). The first ascent party tried to reach 
this point via the creek bed in the winter using skies (6hrs), but as you need to navigate two very steep 
canyons the approach described above seems to be the best solution. 
Ascent the avalanche path wherever it is convenient to reach a flat basin directly below the Northern 
Wardle Tooth (good bivi site later in the year?). From here head for an obvious col on the north ridge of 
the Wardle Tooth at 50.970256, -116.020774 (just left of where the trees stop). Climb up to it (~20 m, 5.2) 
and find a small (max 2 person) bivi site about 15 min up from the col on the ridge. 
 
Climb: From the bivi spot scramble up the ridge until the rock steepens. Follow the ridge staying always 
on it or on its left side for about 450m, climbing/scrambling two gendarmes (mostly 4th and low 5th class, 
but with occasional 5.8 moves) and traversing two snow gullies you reach the base of the headwall. Climb 
up an obvious left leading ramp for about 45m (5.6) to a ledge (gear belay). Follow the line of least 
resistance (right crack) to end up below an obvious overhang. Climb this on its right side (10a/b, crux) 
and follow the crack up to a semi-hanging belay station on gear (45m). Climb up and left (5.8 off the 
belay) to reach the summit after about 35 m and belay off boulders (about 5 hrs from the ridge bivi). 
 
Descent: Rap down on a big boulder located on the far north-west corner of the summit for about 45 m to 
a small ledge with a two piton rap-station. Rap straight down for another 40 m all the way to a ledge about 
15 m climbers left from where you started climbing up the left leaning ramp. From here scramble back 
over to the point where you started climbing the head wall earlier on. Find a one piton, one chock stone 
rap station a bit below and (skiers) right of the beginning of the left leaning corner. Rap down 45 m along 
the snow field to find another two piton rap station (watch your rope for rope drag). Another rappel on a 
two piton station brings you down the snow gully right above where it narrows. Go down through the 
obvious choke, crossing it on its smallest section to find a one bolt/one wedged knot station on the left 
side after about 35 m. From here cross the gully to get onto the right side again to find another two pin 
station (40 m). Rap down onto the snow/scree slope (35 m). From here walk/scramble down all the way to 
the snow field below the north face of the Northern Wardle Tooth going back and forward following the 
path of least resistance, but generally tending (skiers) right to reach the bottom of a rock tongue sticking 
into the snow field (50.966609, -116.022233). Walk back to the ridge bivi to get your overnight gear 
(about 30min) or continue to descent via the avalanche path. 
 
Note: The rock quality on the North Ridge is more than questionable and hard to impossible to protect for 
the first 450 m. Therefore, it might be better to reach the headwall via the unclimbed (July 2016) most left 
snow gully as seen in the picture below (descent route) as this might be a much safer and faster option. 
On the last three pitches on the head wall, the rock quality improves quite a bit, but it is still far away from 
solid rock and good protection. 
The slightly lower South Tower remains unclimbed to date (July 2016); however, it looks quite steeper 
with the same kind of loose and hard to protect rock than the North Tower. 



 


